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Abstract 

The global financial crisis has retained attention around the world. This is particularly linked toits severity. 

Sub Saharan economies did not escape from the global turmoil. The two countries we have chosen as case studies 

are Cameroon and Nigeria, two neighbors countries but different in some points. The methodology of our paper 

consisted of first rating ail Sub Saharan Economies by their degree of vulnerability to exogenous shock, given 

different potential transmission channels of the global crisis. This global picture has been coupled with an 

assessment of the authorities' capacity to react to the crisis. This framework has been applied to the two chosen 

case studies. 

The results showed that the two countries have been affected by the crisis but in different manners. Cameroon 

experienced relatively high output loss given its relative large number of sectors affected. Fiscal balance and 

extemal equilibrium were severely affected in Nigeria, comparatively to Cameroon, given the Nigerian relative 

high importance of oil as determinant of these two balances. 

The financial systems in the two countries escaped from the crisis. For Nigeria, the strong regulation of the 

banking sector and the strong intervention of the central bank in the money market are the reasons behind that. In 

Cameroon, apart the strong regulation of the banking sector, the main reason is the underdevelopment of financial 

system. 

The authorities in the two countries reacted appropriately to the crisis. In Cameroon, the fiscal stimulus was used 

while in Nigeria, in addition to the fiscal tool, monetary and exchange rate policies have been used. That 

multiplicity of tools in Nigeria is one of the potential explanation of relative low real effects of the crisis on the 

economy. 
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1 ntroduction 

Countries around the world are experiencing extemal crisis from times to times. The Asian crisis in 1997, 

the Russian crisis in 1998 and the Argentina crisis in 2001 are the recent important financial cri~ 

The present financial crisis is diff erent from the crises above by its origin as well as its amplitude. In fact, 

all the previous crises mentioned above originated from emerging market econornies and spread to other 

countries, while the recent world financial crisis came from USA the most developed country in the world. As to its 

amplitude, this crisis has affected more regions around the world than the previous ones. 

Despite its global nature, the regions were unequally affected by the crisis. Advanced econornies and Sub 

Saharan Africa carried a larger burden of the crisis. The former experienced in average a negative output growth of 

3.4% in 2009 after a positive growth of 0.6% in average in 2008. The latter experienced a decline of output growth 

from an average of 5.2% in 2008 to 1.7% in 2009. 

Asian Emerging markets (China and India) did not really suffer strongly from the crisis as their output growth 

slightly declined from 7.6% in 2008 to 6.2% in 2009. 

The severity of this crisis illustrated by the above figures is one of the consequences of increasing 

globalization. A crisis which occurs in a given part of the world can spread to all others by using different 

connections and links among countries. This crisis also raised a challenge for policy makers which is to assess if 

the tools they have at their disposai to counteract the crisis are suitable in this context of increasing globalization 

and otherwise to find more appropriate tools. But this challenge can be met only if the impact of the crisis is 

carefully analyzed and the appropriate lessons are drawn. For this task, we will focus on Sub Saharan Africa, that 

part of the world facing the most serious challenge of poverty reduction and which bas simultaneously been 

seriously hit by the crisis. 

We shall follow four steps: 

Identifying the main channels of transmission of exogenous crisis related shocks and rating countries in 

term of their vulnerability to each channel. This framework will provide us with an assessment of the 

degree of vulnerability of each african economy before the crisis; 

Classifying countries in term of their capacity to react to exogenous shocks. It will be helpful to know the 

degree of freedom the policy makers had available for corrective actions in each economy before the 

crisis; 

Confronting the vulnerability as assessed in the previous step with observed eff ect of the impact of the 

crisis through its different channels, by focusing on two case studies: Cameroon and Nigeria; 
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Assessing the impact of the crisis on those two economies in a comparative way before drawing the policy 

lessons, which can be drawn from our analysis. 
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Chapter 1 : Generalities about the World Financial Crisis 

The world financial crisis of 2007-2009 is one of the most severe crises that has hit the world since the 

great depression in 1929. It is necessary to situate its origins, the trigger elements as well as the timing of the crisis 

before focusing on its mechanisms of transmission specific to Developing countries which is the object of our 

study. 

1- Causes of the Crisis 

The crisis has developed itself in USA. DELBECQUE (2009) raised four main reasons behind the crisis: 

Increasing externat deficit of USA; 

Expansive Monetary policy in USA after 2001; 

Non regulation of some financial actors; 

Mismanagement of financial innovation 

1-1 lncreasing extemal deficit of USA 

The external deficit in USA has deepened after 2001 due to man y political challenges eg. wars in Irak and 

Afghanistan. At the same time, some emerging countries such as China and oil exporting countries increased 

their external surplus. This surplus has been exceeding the demand for capital for financing USA deficit and 

contributed to maintaining low long term interest rate. In turn, this low long term interest rate created a room for 

increasing prices in the bouse market by boosting demand for bouse and residential investment. 

1-2 Monetary policy in USA after 2001 

The burst of the brief recession of 2001 in USA due to the dot-corn bubble brought the monetary 

authorities to decrease the policy interest rate to a level of 1 %. The problem is that the interest rate has been 

maintained low for a long time (till 2006). This played arole in accelerating the stock and bouse prices leading to a 

bubble. In fact, the traditional allocation of household savings between different assets is fonction of their relative 

return. The low interest rate made bonds less attractive and created a reallocation of saving towards others equities 

(mainly bouse) and this kept the upward pressure on the price of bouses. Finally, high prices encouraged 

speculation. 

1-3 Non Regulation of some financial sectors 

According to KRUGMAN (2009), only commercial Banks and deposit Banks are regulated in USA. Other 

segments of intermediation are not regulated. BLANCHARD (2009) pointed out this absence of regulatory 

framework to be an amplifying factor of the crisis. In fact, those institutions took high risk exposure by borrowing 

in the capital market to grant credit to household with low capacity of reimbursement at higher rate called sub 

primes'. They build their expectation on constant rise in price of house and the perspective of selling the bouse to 

be reimbursed in the case of default. 

1 Sub prime rate is based on the Fed interest rate with additional prime rate to cover risk on riskiest category of consumer 

loans 
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1-4 Mismanagement of financial innovation 

The progress in finance bas been also one of the factors which increased the magnitude of the crisis. In fact 

the shock could be only concentrated in institutions which issued loans (sub primes) if they didn't securitized them 

(Asset Back securities) and sold them in financial markets to others national and foreign institutions including 

banks. The transaction of these securities was facilitated by good risk assessment done by serious notation agency 

despite the high risk they were bearing. 

Progressively these four elements have built the crisis. However, the trigger was a sudden reversai in FED 

monetary policy as shown in the next section. 

2- Trigger of the Crisis 

The following graph can summarize the trigger elements contained in DELBECQUE (2009) 

2006 : increase of 
FED policy rate from 
1% to 5% 

Progressive 

-~~~ decrease of 
housing price 

, 

Progressive default of 
subprime households 
(adjustable rate mortgage) 

Loss of confidence in financial 
market and increase in short 
term interest rate as risk 
prernium goes up 

Many losses and bankrupcy 
1----~9! of institutions detaining those 

toxics assets 

,. 
Bankrupcy in 2008 of 
LEHMAN BROTHERS 

Liquidity crisis 

The propagation in other advanced and emerging econornies was done through financial places and growing 

difficulties on interbank markets. The magnitude of the crisis convinced policy makers in developed countries to 

react strongly, though sometimes with lags. We will explore the main reactions in USA and Euro area. 
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3- Reaction of Policy makers in USA and Euro Area 

USA and Euro countries reacted strongly to the crisis given its magnitude. Traditional monetary policy has 

been used and furtherrnore fiscal policy. DELBECQUE (2009) enumerates some measures taken: 

Cut off of federal interest rate to 0 in December 2008; 

Cut off of 3/4 percentage point of ECB2 policy interest rate in December 2008 followed by another eut off 

in January; 

More relax collateral policy; 

Recapitalization of Banks to alleviate their solvency problem; 

Huge fiscal package prepared by American administration. 

The General Manager of IMF Dominique STRAUSS KAHN also advocated countries with fiscal space to use 

fiscal stimulus to cushion the effect of the crisis. 

Ali these measures are related to developed countries. Since our topic is based on developing countries it will be 

now useful to illustrate some channels of transmission of the crisis in those economies. 

4- Potential Channels of Transmission of the crisis to developing 
cou nt ries 

Direct effect in Banks for 
countries with developed 
financial markets 

Financial crisis 

in USA 

Restriction of 
liquidity in 
developed 
economies 

Loss of confidence in financial 
market with surge in interest rate 
and stock price crash in some 
developing countries (those with 
developed financial markets) 

2 
European Central Bank 
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Decrease in FDI to 
developing countries 

Economie crisis in 
developed 
economies 

Low demand for products 
exported by developing 
countries 

Decrease in 
1----~.i flow of Aid to 

~ 

developing 
countries 



The next chapter will review deeply the main channels of transmission and African countries vulnerability 

to each channel. This package will be tested in the two following chapters which are case studies in Cameroon and 

Nigeria. 
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CHAPTER 2: Repercussion of the Crisis in Sub Saharan Africa 

1- External Vulnerabilities of Sub Saharan economies and Channels of 
Transmission of the crisis 

Developing economies are subject to many potential channels of transmission of the crisis: 

Trade channel; 

FDI channel; 

Financial channel; 

Aid channel; 

Remittances; 

Other channels (exchange rate, interest rate). 

In Sub Saharan Africa, African Development Bank(2009) showed that remittance has not been 

significantly affected by the crisis since remittances represent a small portion of migrant' s income and they keep 

sending it even if their income is hit. Tuming to the Aid channel, the same source raised that the inflow of Aid 

remained constant in Africa. This was important given that, debt burden of many sub Saharan countries is mainly 

made off of official foreign debt granted at concessional conditions. 

As a result, it appears that only the three first channels have played a role in the spread of the crisis in the 

continent. Exchange rate and interest rate channels have played a limited role in the specific cases. 

1-1 Trade Channel 

The transmission of the crisis through the trade channel bas been made by falling in price of exported good 

( deterioration of terms of trade) and shrinking in the volume of exported goods. The impact is not the same since 

some countries are more vulnerable than others given the importance and pattern of trade. 

1-1-1 Typology of countries in term of trade vulnerability 

Two main sources of vulnerabilities are generally mentioned for trade shock transmission: 

Concentration of exports; 

Openness of economy 

A country whose export is concentrated is subject to macroeconomic instability (volatility of term of trade, shock in 

the volume of trade) as it bas no way to cushion the shock in the case of negative environment for its main exported 

goods. MASSELL (1970) showed that countries whose exports are concentrated experienced higher volatility of 

their export receipt. 

Openness of the economy is a vulnerability factor in a way that when country is open, economic activity is mainly 

sustained by trade so in the case of negative environment like the recent crisis country suffers the most. The 

vulnerability to trade will be assessed through those two indicators. We have grouped countries into three 

categories for each indicator: 

The low vulnerable category; 

The medium vulnerable category; 

The high vulnerable category. 
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The Herfindall index assesses the degree of vulnerability (for detail see Annex) while share of export cumulated 

with import in GDP measures degree of openness of the economy. 

Tbese criterions are coupled with the IMF criteria of distinguishing three categories of countries: 

Oil exporter: country whose net export of oil account for at least 30% of total export; 

Middle income country: non oil exporter whose GNI3 per capita exceeds USD 905 in 2006. 

Low income countries: non oil exporters whose GNI per capita <USD 905 and in addition have score 

higher than 3 .2 in country policy and institutional assessment of W orld Bank 2007; 

Fragile countries: non oil exporters whose GNI per capita <USD 905 and in addition have score less than 

3.2 in country policy and institutional assessment of World Bank 2007 

We can derive classification of African countries in term of trade vulnerability and resource category 

1-1-2 Classification of countries in term of trade vulnerability and effect of the crisis 
Table 2.1: Vulnerability of Sub Saharan economies to trade by cateswrv 

Source of vulnerabilityl: Concentration of Source of vulnerability 2: 

Exports of the economy 

Country Low vulnerability Medium High Low Medium 

category (Index <0,574
) vulnerability vulnerability vulnerability vulnerability 

(0,57<=1ndex (Index (X+M)/GDP 52%<=((X+M 

<0,76) >=0,76) <52%5 )/GDP) <89% 

Oil CAMEROON NIGERIA CAMEROON 
GABON 

exporter ANGOLA 
EQUATORIAL 
GUINEA 
CHAD 
CONGO 

Middle CAP VERDE BOTSWANA BOTSWANA 
NAMIBIA CAP VERDE 

income SOUTH AFRICA 
SWA1ZILAND SOUTH AFRICA 

Country 

Low KENYA ETHIOPIA BENIN BENIN CONGO DR 
MADAGASCAR GHANA BURKINA BURKINA KENYA 

income RWANDA MALAWI MOZAMBIQUE ETHIOPIA MADAGASCAR 
TOGO MALI NIGER MALAWI 

countries UGANDA NIGER RWANDA MALI 
SENEGAL UGANDA MOZAMBIQUE 
TANZANIA SENEGAL 
ZAMBIA TANZANIA 

TOGO 
ZAMBIA 

Fragile RCA BURUNDI COMOROS BURUNDI ERITREA 
IVORY COAST ZIMBAMBWE SAO TOME RCA GAMBIA 

countries AND PRINCIPE COMOROS GUINEA 
GUINEA 
BISSAU 
LIBERIA 
SIERRA LEONE 
ZIMBAMBWE 

3 Gross National lncome corresponding t o Gross National Product in the former system of National accounting 
4 This t hreshold is t he first quartile, the other the third quartile of t he distribution of Index of Herfindall 

Openness 

High 

vulnerability 

(X+M)/GDP 

>=89% 

ANGOLA 
CHAD 
CONGO 
EQUATORIA 
LGUINEA 
GABON 
NIGERIA 
LESOTHO 
NAMIBIA 
SWA1ZILAN 
D 

GHANA 

IVORY 
COAST 

5 This threshold is t he first quartile, the other the third quartile of the distribution of Degree of openness of economy 
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Almost all oil producers countries except Cameroon (which has average concentration of its export) had highly 

concentrated export on oil. This makes them highly vulnerable to terms of trade shock on oil sector. 

South Africa was the only rniddle income country with relatively diversified exports and consequently for that 

criteria less vulnerable. 

AU rniddle income countries had at least an average openness of their economy. So their relative openness was a 

source of vulnerability in face of a downturn in international environment. The picture is more striking for oil 

exporters whose econornic activity for almost all of them (except Cameroon) was significantly based on external 

trade. This classification makes of the oil producers countries the most vulnerable to trade channel followed by the 

rniddle income countries. In addition, oil was particularly affected by the crisis. According to IMF (2009), the sharp 

decline in oil price in 2009 leads to shrink of 40% of the export of oil producer' s countries in average. 

For the second group, the rniddle income countries, IMF predicts a contraction of export in 2009 of an average of 

8% points of GDP for those countries as a consequence of decrease in export demand. 

The others countries have experienced slow down of their export and of the prices of commodities but the impact 

was relatively low compared to the two groups above. 

1-2 FDI Channel 

Foreign direct investment has been traditionally seen as a way to fuel growth in Sub Saharan Africa by 

allowing technology transfer and alleviating poverty through job creation. So an effect in FDI affects directly labor 

market, investment project of foreign owned firms and results in jobs eut off and shrink in activities of those firms. 

Once again, the vulnerability of countries to FDI are not identical given varying importance of FDI. 

1-2-1 Typology of countries in term of FOI vulnerability 

Our indicator of vulnerability to FDI is the flow of net FDI (Inflow of FDI-outflow of FDI) as percentage 

of GDP. We group countries according to this indicator in three categories: 

Low vulnerable category; 

Medium vulnerable category; 

High vulnerable category. 

Once again this criterion is coupled with the category criterion of IMF. 
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1-2-2 Classification of countries in term of FDI (net inflows) vulnerability and effect of the 

crisis 

As before we derive three main categories of countries (see table below) 

Table 2.2: Vulnerability of Sub Sabaran economies to FDI by category 

FDI 

Country category Low vulnerability Medium vulnerability High vulnerability 

(FDI<0,866
) (0,86<=FDI<4,37) (FDI>=4,37) 

Oil exporter CAMEROON ANGOLA 
GABON CHAD 
NIGERIA CONGO 

EQUATORIAL GUINEA 

Middle income Country SWATZILAND BOTSWANA NAMIBIA 
SOUTH AFRICA LESOTHO 

CAPE VERDE 

Low income countries BURKINA BENIN CONGO DR 
KENYA ETHIOPIA 
MALAWI GHANA 
NIGER MADAGASCAR 
RWANDA MALI 
SENEGAL MOZAMBIQUE 

TANZANIA 
TOGO 
UGANDA 
ZAMBIA 

Fragile countries BURUNDI IVORY COAST GAMBIA 
RCA GUINEA GUINEA BISSAU 
COMOROS SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE LIBERIA 

ZIMBAMBWE SIERRA LEONE 

Source: African statistic yearly book 2008 AFDB and our computation 

Oil exporters countries as well as Middle income countries are obviously the groups which were presenting high 

vulnerability to FDI linked to the volume of FDI they received in average. The reason for the oil producers is that 

the oil extraction requires a lot of investment which is mainly done by the foreign firm and for the middle income 

countries, the opportunity of growth and environment is the main key of the attraction of foreigners. Only one 

low income country CONGO DR received high portion of FDI especially in the mining sector. Few fragile 

countries as Liberia also were great receiver of FDI consequence of their ongoing process of stabilization and 

reconstruction purpose. Globally, Continent bas experienced sharp decrease of about 21 % of FDI in 2008 and more 

decrease in 2009(estimation of AFDB) and this bas directly impacted labor market and growth of concemed 

sectors. However, the picture is relatively dependent on the vulnerability to this channel. 

1-3 Financial Market Channel 

The development of financial market, the power and quality of supervision institutions are key factors of 

the integration in the world financial market but also serious sources of instability in the case of financial crisis. In 

others words, more a country bas developed financial market, more it is vulnerable to financial channel of 

transmission. The transmission can be done to the financial systems by: 

Detention of toxic assets by financial institutions; 

6 The two threshold are respectively the first and the third quartile of the distribution of our indicator of vulnerability 
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loss of confidence by investors and consequently a fall in the value of equity markets or increase in 

inter banking interest rate ; 

Withdraw of funds in the foreign owned banks. 

The two first contagion mechanisms depend directly on the development of financial market contrarily to the third 

one which is indirectly linked to development of the financial market. 

1-3-1 Typology of countries in term of Financial vulnerability 

IMF rating of financial development in each country will be used here as criteria. First of ail, that indicator bas to 

be defined. 

Definition of Rating indicator of IMF 

It is a combined indicator combining (Bank assets/GDP) and degree of capital market development (ranging from 0 

least developed to 4 most developed). The last indicator is deriving from IMF assessment. 

Three categories of countries cornes out from the rating: 

Emerging Market: Banks assets represent more than 30 % of GDP and the degree of capital market 

development is 4. 4 denotes a most developed country in term of capital market among African countries. 

It is a rating defined by IMF. 

Frontier Market: Banks assets represent more than 30 % of GDP and the degree of capital market 

development is comprised between 2 and 4 or Banks assets represent between 15% and 30% of GDP and 

the degree of capital market development is 4. 

Financial developing Markets: the degree of capital market development is comprised between 0 and 2 or 

Banks asset represent less than 30% of GDP and the degree of capital market development is comprised 

between 2 and 4. 

From the emerging market to the financial developing market we go from high financial market vulnerability to 

low financial market vulnerability. 
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1-3-2 Classification of countries in term of Financial market vulnerability and effect of the 

crisis 

Table 2.3: Vulnerability of Sub Saharan economies to Financial market channel by category 

Financial market channel 
Country category 

Low vulnerability Medium vulnerability High vulnerability 

Oil exporter ANGOLA NIGERIA 
CAMEROON 
CHAD 
CONGO 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA 
GABON 

Middle income CAPE VERDE BOTSWANA SOUTH AFRICA 
LESOTHO NAMIBIA 

Country SWATZILAND 

Low income BENIN GHANA 
BURKINA KENYA 

countries CONGO DR MOZAMBIQUE 
ETHIOPIA TANZANIA 
MADAGASCAR UGANDA 
MALAWI ZAMBIA 
MALI 
NIGER 
RWANDA 
SENEGAL 
TOGO 

Fragile countries BURUNDI 
RCA 
COMOROS 
ERITREA 
GAMBIA 
GUINEA 
GUINEA BISSAU 
SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE 
SIERRA LEONE 
ZIMBAMBWE 

Source: IMF, African regional outlook, October 2009 

Only South Africa the most developed sub Saharan country is emerging market and thus was exposed highly to 

crisis trough the financial channel. The second group of countries (frontier market) are intermediate. They comprise 

only one oil producer (NIGERIA) and few low income countries as well as rniddle income countries. This group 

was also vulnerable through the financial channel. The last group as far most important is constituted of the 

majority of Sub Saharan African countries with weak financial market characterized by few products, non 

integration in the world market and as consequences were little vulnerable to crisis through the financial 

channel. This explains why the crisis was not driven by this channel in most of Sub Saharan countries except of 

South Africa , Nigeria, few middle income and low income countries with medium vulnerability. 

1-4 Other Channels 

Exchange rate channel for countries with floating exchange rate regime as well as interest rate are other 

, channels in whicb crisis could be transmitted into economies. However these cbannels according to AFDB source 

have not been the significant driver of the crisis in general. We shall specify that in our case study of Nigeria. A 

substantial depreciation of the currency attributed to the crisis could have impacted economy. The same analysis is 
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true for the interest rate in particular increase in risk prernium in capital market in some few cases (Egypt for 

example). 

We should now defined cross vulnerability related to all those channels in order to have synthetic picture of each 

sub Saharan economy 

1-5 Cross vulnerability 

Table 2.4: Cross Vulnerability of Sub Saharan economies to different channels 

Countries Concentration Openness of FDI (net FDI as Financial market 

export economy percent of GDP) 

Angola +++ +++ +++ + 

Benin +++ + ++ + 

Botswana +++ ++ ++ ++ 

Burkina Faso +++ + + + 

Burundi ++ + + + 

Cameroon ++ + ++ + 

Cape Verde ++ ++ +++ + 

Central african 
republic + + + + 

Chad +++ +++ +++ + 

Comoros +++ + + + 

Congo +++ +++ +++ + 

Congo Dem republic nd ++ +++ + 

Cote d'Ivoire + +++ ++ + 

Equatorial guinea +++ +++ +++ + 

Eritrea nd ++ ++ + 

Ethiopia ++ + ++ + 

Gabon +++ +++ ++ + 

Gambia nd ++ +++ + 

Ghana ++ +++ ++ ++ 

Guinea nd ++ ++ + 

Guinea Bissau nd ++ +++ + 

Kenya + ++ + ++ 

Lesotho nd +++ +++ + 

Liberia nd ++ +++ + 

Madagascar + ++ ++ + 

Malawi ++ ++ + + 
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Countries Concentration Openness of FDI Financial 

export economy market 

Mali ++ ++ ++ + 

Mozambique +++ ++ ++ ++ 

Namibia ++ +++ +++ ++ 

Niger ++ + + + 

Nigeria +++ +++ ++ ++ 

Rwanda + + + + 

Sao tome and 
Principe +++ nd ++ + 

Senegal ++ ++ + + 

Sierra Leone nd ++ +++ + 

South Africa + ++ ++ +++ 

Swatziland ++ +++ + + 

Tanzania ++ ++ ++ ++ 

Togo + ++ ++ + 

Uganda + + ++ ++ 

Zambia ++ ++ ++ ++ 

Zimba mbwe ++ ++ ++ + 

Source: African statistic yearly book 2008 AFDB, IMF, African regional outlook, October 2009 
and our computation 

NB:+++: highly vulnerable; ++: medium vulnerable; +: low vulnerable ne: non classified 

This cross vulnerability offers a global picture of crisis exposition for each Sub Saharan African country given the 

channels we have selected. The picture is contrasted since Sub Saharan African countries are different in many 

points of view apart their geographical location. 

After assessing channels of transmission, it is important to assess Policy constraint faced by African Economies to 

counter the crisis. 

1 2- Policy Response Capacity 

Policy makers in Africa as well as in other part of the world face many constraints in setting up policies to cushion 

the crisis. We have selected just three variables to assess their capacity of reaction to the crisis: 

Reserves in month of imports; 

Extemal debt to creditors (in% of GDP); 

Fiscal balance 

There are many other indicators. Furthermore the lack of full data on Debt brings us to consider only Extemal 

debt to official creditor which of course represents significant share of Sub Saharan countries debt in general. 
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2-1 Reserves in Months of imports 

2-1-1 Typology of countr1es m term of Reserves in Month of import 

The classification follows the same pattern as above by regrouping countries into three categories listed above 

gi ven their level of Reserve as mon th of import in 2007. 

2-1-2 Classification of countries in term of Reserves and resilience to the crisis 

Table 2.5: Classification of countries in term of reserve accumulation 

Reserves (in months of imports) 

Country category Low Reserve Medium Reserve High Reserve 

(reserves<2, 7 57
) (2, 7 5<=Reserves<5, 7) (Reserves>=5, 7) 

Oil exporter CHAD CAMEROON ANGOLA 

GABON CONGO 

EQUATORIAL GUINEA 

NIGERIA 

Middle income NAMIBIA CAPE VERDE BOTSWANA 

Country 
SWATZILAND LESOTHO 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Low income CONGO DR BURKINA BENIN 

countries 
ETHIOPIA GHANA RWANDA 
MALAWI KENYA TANZANIA 
ZAMBIA MADAGASCAR UGANDA 

MALI 

MOZAMBIQUE 

NIGER 

SENEGAL 

TOGO 

Fragile countries ERITREA BURUNDI COMOROS 

GUINEA RCA GUINEA BISSAU 

LIBERIA IVORY COAST 

ZIMBAMBWE GAMBIA 

SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE 

SIERRA LEONE 

Source: IMF, African regional outlook, October 2009 and our computation 

The table above shows that oil exporting countries and middle income countries have accumulated reserves over 

the previous years. Only CHAD among oil exporting countries had low reserves while for middle income countries 

exceptions are made of NAMIBIA and SWATZILAND. This could be explained by increase in the price of oil 

during the period preceding the crisis for the oil exporters countries. Sorne of them have used that windfall to pay 

off their stock of debt (case of NIGERIA). For the middle income countries, the relative stability of term of trade 

and sound macroeconomic policies undertaken during the period could be the reasons. However the picture is not 

different for low income countries and fragile countries but less strong. Sorne countries involved in economic or 

pol itical troubles had obviously low reserves as ZIMBAMBWE. 

7 The two threshold represents first and third quartile of the distribution of Reserves in month of import 
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2-2 Debt accumulation 

African extemal debt bas significantly decreased over the last years except for fragile countries (slight decrease). 

This is the result of the debt alleviation which bas benefited for some countries and also the good environment 

(growth and increase in price of commodities) which bas allowed some to redu ce the burden of their debt. This fact 

Ieft a space to African countries in general to cope with the crisis. However there are distinct capacities to react 

due to different level of indebtedness. 

2-2-1 Typology of countries in term of Debt accumulation 

We follow the same methodology as previously in the classification of countries in term of degree of indebtedness 

at the end of 2007 and we derive the same categories. 

2-2-2 Classification of countries in term of Debt accumulation and resilience capacity 

Table 2.6: Classification of countries in term of Debt accumulation and resilience capacity 

Debt accumulation 

Country category Low indebted Medium indebted High indebted 

(Debt<l 1.47%8
) 11.47%<=Debt<59.62% Debt>= 59.62% 

Oil exporter CAMEROON CHAD CONGO 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA GABON 
NIGERIA 

Middle income BOTSWANA CAPE VERDE 
NAMIBIA LESOTHO 

Country SOUTH AFRICA SWATZILAND 

Low mcome BENIN BURKINA 
CONGO DR ETHIOPIA 

countries MALI GHANA 
TOGO KENYA 
ZAMBIA MADAGASCAR 

MALAWI 
MOZAMBIQUE 
NIGER 
RWANDA 
SENEGAL 
TANZANIA 
UGANDA 

Fragile countries IVORY COAST BURUNDI 
ZIMBAMBWE RCA 

ERITREA 
GAMBIA 
GUINEA 
GUINEA BISSAU 
LIBERIA 
SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE 
SIERRA LEONE 

Source: IMF, African regional outlook, October 2009 

Only CONGO among oil exporters countries was highly indebted. The rest of the countries had average or low 

debt level for the reasons previously evoked. The fragile countries in contrary due to instability of institutions were 

almost ail high indebted excepted IVORY COAST and ZIMBAMBWE. The case of ZIMBAMBWE is 

8 The two threshold represents the first and the third quartile of the distribution of debt accumulation 
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explained by its marginalization by international community while those of IVORY COAST cornes from the 

achievement of HIPC (Highly indebted poor countries initiative). 

2-3 Fiscal Balance 

2-3-1 Typology of countries in term of Fiscal balance 

The same methodology is followed and yields to the same categories. 

2-3-2 Classification of countries in term of fiscal balance 

Table 2.7: Classification of countries in term of fiscal balance 

Fiscal balance (average over 2003-2007) 

High fiscal deficit (fiscal Moderate fiscal imbalance Fiscal surplus 
Country category 

balance<-3.39o/i) (-3.39%<=fiscal (fiscal balance>= 0,9%) 

balance<0,9%) 

Oil exporter ANGOLA 
CHAD CAMEROON 

CONGO 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA 
GABON 
NIGERIA 

Middle income CAPE VERDE NAMIBIA BOTSWANA 
SOUTH AFRICA LESOTHO 

Country SWATZILAND 

Low income CONGO DR BENIN MADAGASCAR 
ETHIOPIA BURKINA 

countries GHANA KENYA 
MOZAMBIQUE MALAWI 

MALI 
NIGER 
RWANDA 
SENEGAL 
TANZANIA 
TOGO 
UGANDA 
ZAMBIA 

Fragile countries ERITREA BURUNDI LIBERIA 
GAMBIA CENTRAL AFRICAN 
GUINEA BISSAU REPUBLIC 
SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE COMOROS 
SIERRA LEONE COTE D'IVOIRE 
ZIMBAMBWE GUINEA 

Source: IMF, African regional outlook, October 2009 

The previous analysis are consistent with the figures in this table. Large majority of African countries runs at least 

a moderate imbalance during the period 2003-2007. Almost ail oil exporting countries runs surplus except CHAD 

with a moderate imbalance. The reasons have been evoked before. 

The low level of debt in most African countries coupled with moderate imbalance and substantial reserves gave 

more space for policy makers to use the fiscal tool to cope with the crisis in addition to monetary policy specific for 

some countries. However, the limited fiscal revenue as well as less developed capital markets could have been the 

9 
Threshold are the two quartiles of the distribution of average fisca l balance 
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break for this optimistic view. The two case studies will situate us on the policy reaction undertaken in eacb case 

and its consistency with the current analysis .. 
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CHAPTER 3: Repercussion of the Financial Crisis in 
Cameroon Economy 

1- Cameroon at a Glance 

Cameroon is a Sub Saharan Africa country situated in Central Africa bordered in West by Nigeria, in South 

by Gabon, Congo and Equatorial Guinea, in North by CHAD and in East by Central Africa Republic. Its total area 

is 475 440 Km2 of which 6000 Km2 is occupied by water, the rest by land. According to our previous classification 

of vulnerability, the country is medium vulnerable both to trade shock and FDI shock and low vulnerable to 

Financial shock. One could expect transmission of the crisis through the two first channels. Furthermore, country 

bas accumulated high reserve during the past years. This achievement associated with low debt level (due to 

completion of HIPC 10 point in 2006) and fiscal surplus during the period 2003-2007 (previous chapter) gave more 

space for fiscal policy tool as stabilizer since monetary policy cannot be used (Cameroon belongs to Monetary 

union with FCFA pegged to Euro at the rate 1 Euro=655.957FCFA). 

This chapter will test all these external vulnerabilities given the current crisis as well as effective policy reaction . 

Before going to the core of the subject it should be necessary to briefly present Cameroon economy. 

1-1 Sectors of Activity 

Cameroon bas a GDP of 12 510 millions of USD for a population estimated in 2006 at 18.175 millions 

inhabitants. GDP per capita is estimated in 2006 at 688.308 USD per year a level which classifies Cameroon 

among low income countries. GDP is ventilated as follows: 

10 
High indebt ed poor count ries initiative 
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Table 3.1: Real GDP per sector of activity (in % ) in 2006 

Sector Contribution to GDP 
Primary sector 20.31 

Raw agriculture 13.41 

Industrial and export agriculture 1.79 

Animal husbandry and hunting 2.47 

Forestry 1.46 

Fisheries 1.18 

Secondary sector 27.71 

Extracting industries 6.74 

Food industries 6.09 

Other industries 11.53 

Eletricity gaz and water 0.74 

Construction and public work industries 2.61 

Services 35.55 

Trade, restaurant and hotel 19.85 

Transport and communication 7.76 

Bank and financial institutions 1.11 

Other services 7.48 

Public administration and others 
16.43 

non profitable institutions 

Source: National Institute of Statistics 

Service is the leading sector with 35% of total GDP. Restaurant, retail saling, whole saling and hotels are 

dominating that sector. Banks and financial institutions are rudimentary with only approximately 1.11 % of the 

GDP. Secondary sector cornes second and is mainly focalized on extracting and food industries. Primary sector the 

third main sector is still unskilled. Industrial agriculture represents only 1.79% of GDP. 

1-2 Extemal trade 

Export was representing in 2006 25.97% of Country GDP. Oil is the first exported product although 

reserve is continuously shorting. It was weighting 61.60% of total export in 2006 (table 2) . It is followed by timber 

(14.80%). The other products cocoa, aluminum and cotton cumulated 15% of export. Main clients are: France, 

Italy, Spain, Netberland and USA. 
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Table 3.2: Main Cameroon exported products (picture in 2006) 

Product Part in total export (in % ) 

Oil and derivative 61.60 

Timber and derivatives 14.80 

Cocoa 7.40 

Aluminium 4.70 

Cotton 2.90 

Total 91.40 

Source: Comtrade 

ln counterpart, Country imports mainly oil, machinery, vehicles, electrical and electronic components. 

Main origins are France, Nigeria, USA, China and Germany. 

2- Channel of Transmission of the Crisis: Vulnerability of the country 
and effective transmission 

2-1 Trade 

According to the classification of the trade vulnerability in the previous chapter, Cameroon is the oil 

exporter country with medium vulnerability due to concentration of export and low vulnerability as result of low 

openness of its economy. So we can expect transmission through the trade channel. Let us see if the figures confirm 

the hypothesis. 

2-1-1 Terms of trade 

The term of trade has been increasing at an average rate of 11.46% from 2003 to 2008. This extemal 

environment has been one of the reasons of macroeconomic stability the country has enjoyed during the period. 

IMF based on that has predicted in October 2008 the term of trade to continuing improving at a rate of 17% in 

2009. However, the financial crisis has overtumed the picture. Last prediction of IMF (October 2009) yields to 

fall in term of trade of 38.67% between 2008 and 2009 (see graphie 1). 
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Graphie 3.1: Term of trade pattern before and with the crisis (index 2000=100) 

-+- pattern before the crisis -a- pattern with the crisis 

200,00 

180,00 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Source: IMF African Regional outlook ,October 2009 

This term of trade shock is explained by fall in the price of some key export commodities as a result principally 

of the crisis. Oil price after 10 years of an average increase at 21 % bas fallen to 36% below its level in 2008 (see 

table 3). The situation is similar for coffee, cotton and aluminum whose prices shrank in 2009 mainly due to the 

effect of crisis. 

Table 3.3: Evolution of price of main exported goods between 2008 and 2009 

Items Average growth of price 

between 2001 and 2008 (in % ) 

Oil 21,8 

Cocoa 2,1 

Coffee 1,3 

Cotton -5,6 

Timber 0,9 

Aluminium 0,9 

Banana 1,3 

Source: BEAC and our computation 

2-1-2 Quantity effect on export 

Variation of price 

2008 and 2009 (in % ) 

-36,1 

17,5 

-23,4 

-7,6 

-1 ,7 

-32,3 

6,5 

between 

Oil, coffee, cotton and timber, four products among the most exported recorded decrease in volume in 2009 

(see table 4). Only Aluminum and banana escaped. In fact if some of these trends as decreasing production of oil 

bas been observed since years, it is obvious that world contraction of activity (-1.1 % in 2009) and especially severe 

recessions in Advanced economies (-3.4% in 2009) have exerted downward pressure on demand for those 

commodities. 
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Table 3.4: Evolution of Quantity of main exported goods between 2008 and 2009 

Items 

Oil 

Cocoa 

Coffee 

Cotton 

Timber 

Aluminium 

Banana 

Average growth of Quantity Variation of Quantity exported 

exported between 2001 and between 2008 and 2009 (in % ) 

2008 (in%) 

-4,4 -5,9 

2,8 0,0 

-6,1 -10,1 

-1,2 -5,0 

8,9 -5 ,0 

2,6 6,1 

-1, 1 1,0 

Source: BEAC and our computation 

2-1-3 Combined Factors impact 

The two effects analyzed above (terrn of trade and quantity effect) explained the pessimistic prediction 

about the evolution of export revenue in 2009. Indeed the first prediction before the crisis done by IMF in October 

2008, was forecasting a slight decrease of 3 points of export as percentage of GDP. The crisis has conducted to 

revise it by now a decrease of 10 points between 2008 and 2009. 

We can summarized the two effects transmissions by the following graph 

Deterioration 
of the term of 
trade 

1....-------~ 
Shrink of the 
volume of 
export 

Downward pressure on the 
Current account balance 

Fall in export 
1-----~.i revenue and real 

income 

Downward pressure 
on fiscal balance 
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2-2 Foreign Direct lnvestment 

The rating in term of FDI vulnerability puts Cameroon in medium vulnerability case contrarily to other oil 

exporting countries as Angola and Equatorial Guinea which received high flow of FDI and consequently are highly 

vulnerable. This channel has shown resilience to the transmission of the crisis and have not worked. In fact, 

BEAC has forecasted an increase of 32% of FDI in 2009 despite the crisis, confirming that crisis has not changed 

pattern of FDI which has been continuously increasing since 2006 at a rate of 12%. The reason for unaffected FDI 

could be the resurgence of Chinese Investment. In fact according to Johanna Jansson (2009), there are few data on 

chinese investment in Cameroon, but the fact shows that it is continuously increasing at a sustained pace. Many 

examples have been raised as illustration: 

The chinese oil company Y an Chang from Shaanxi province signed an agreement in April 2009 with the 

Cameroonian national oil company SNH (Société Nationale des Hydrocarbures) to start a four-year 

exploration at a cost of US$ 18 million; 

China will be one of the financier of the construction of the Lom Pangar dam which costs USD 200M; 

Sino-Cameroonian joint venture is currently running the 200 hectares farm located in Nanga Eboko in the 

Centre region and have already invested USD 62M, more investments are on the way for future; 

There are many projects running actually or planned to be run which involved Chinese investment in many 

domains with focus on oil sector, infrastructure, agriculture, forestry and mining. One of the most important is the 

project of building bus assembly factory in Douala which will cost USD 500M and which is on study. 

2-3 Financial Market Channel 

The Financial market channel works through: 

Loss of fmancial institutions as a result of exposure to toxic assets; 

Exchange rate depreciation; 

Loss of confidence in financial institutions; 

Negative shock in equity, land or property prices; 

Withdrawal of funds from foreign owned Bank or stop of support from headquarters. 

However Cameroon remains a financial developing market and consequently fmancial market is underdeveloped. 

There is no equity markets, no structured bond markets . Money Market is restricted to Central Bank and 

commercial Bank as well as some specialized institutions. It is then obvious that products are still rudimentary and 

not sophisticated. In addition, all commercial banks are subject to regulation of COBAC11 which limits strongly 

their risk exposure on domestic as well as foreign liabilities. Also as belonging to econornic union (CEMAC 12
) 

whose currency is pegged to Euro, Cameroon has no problem of exchange rate depreciation. So we could expect if 

transmission is possible only through withdrawal of funds from foreign owned Banks or stop of backing the foreign 

owned Banks by headquarter. 

This has not taken place during the crisis. Indeed, French Banks in Cameroon: SGBC (Subsidiary of Société 

Générale), BICEC (subsidiary of Banque Populaire) are well established in Cameroun market and are leading. 

11 ln french Commission bancaire de l'Afrique centrale 

12 ln french Commission économique et monétaire de l'Afrique centrale 
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SGBC is first and BICEC second. They don't need funds from beadquarters. In addition, there was not withdrawal 

by headquarters of funds from subsidiaries set in Cameroon. 

So, the financial market has not been the driver of the crisis in Cameroon 

3- Impact of the Crisis on the Real sectors 

Since the main drivers of the crisis is the extemal trade, the crisis has most affected sectors whose activities 

are partly or mainly based on export. Three main sectors have particularly suffered from the crisis: 

The oil sector; 

The timber sector; 

The cotton sector 

For the oil, the decrease in the price in international market associated with slowdown of production (partly 

due to decrease in reserve) bas lead to a drastic fall in oil revenue ( -41 % ) . 

The timber sector for its own bas suffered from fall in the extemal demand for timber (table 4 above) which 

has lead to the decline in overall production of 5% corresponding to 129 000 M3 of timber. The cotton sector was 

not safety as well. Here, also the fall in the demand (table 4) has caused the reduction of 5% of the overall 

production. This quantity effect coupled with the decrease in the price of exported cotton (-7 .6%) has increased 

the vulnerability to poverty of all people involved in that sector who are in majority low income people. 

This impact of the crisis in some sectors of National economy has spread out to Macroeconornic 

equilibrium as well as fiscal balance. 

4- Impact of the Crisis on Macro economic equilibrium 

4-1 Impact of the crisis on Internai Equilibrium 

4-1-1 Methodology 

We will use HP filter to extract from GDP the potential GDP and the cyclical component. Based on that we 

assess GDP GAP by difference between GDP and its long run component ail expressed in log scale. The 

variability of GDP is computed using the standard deviation of the growth rate from the average growth rate 

which is the rate of growth of Potential GDP. 

Formula of HP filter is given by Min ïJ=1 (yt-yt trend)2+µ "f.l,;l( (yt + 1-yt trend) - (yt trend -

yt-1trend))2 

µ is the positive coefficient penalizing the variance of the trend component. 

µ= 100 for the annual data 

µ= 1600 for the quarterly data 

µ=14400 for the monthly data 

We have considered annual data since the quarterly datais impossible to find. 
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4-1-2 GDP Growth and volatility 

The Carneroon economy after a relative calm (1980-1989) period in which it grew at an average of 4.43% a 

year entered into a turbulent zone in 1990. Country experienced severe recession characterized by average output 

gap of - 4.50% and high GDP volatility (table 5 and Graphie 2). It was a period of econornic crisis explained both 

by exogenous factors (deterioration of the term of trade) and endogenous factors (rnismanagement, bank crisis etc.). 

' Different program of adjustment undertak:en under the supervision of IMF and World Bank started to bear the fruit 

in 2000 with the resume of growth and lower GDP volatility. The economy in that period was near the equilibrium 

until the financial crisis carne and disrupted it. It has lead to a decline of average growth from 3.16% in 2008 to 

2.91 % in 2009. The economy slow down from an average positive output gap to recessions' gap of -2% and at 

the sarne time volatility increased from 0.36 to 0.44. 

Table 3.5: Growth and GDP volatility 

Indicators 1980-1989 1990-1999 2000-2008 2009 

GDPGrowth 4.43 1.06 3.16 0.9 

Volatility 1.57 4.04 0.36 0.44 

Average GDP GAP 2.63 -4.50 1.45 -2.09 

Source: World Bank, IMF and our computation 

Graphie 3.2: GDP Growth and output GAP 
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4-1-2 Price Stability 

During a period of the economic crisis (1990-1999), inflation was quite volatile in part due to many 

shocks as we raised before and also as effect of the devaluation of FCFA in 1994. But the situation returned to 

normal under the program of stabilization undertaken by authorities with the international organizations. As 

consequence, the inflation became stable since 2000 since expected inflation (captured by trend inflation) is now 

better anchored on inflation objective of BEAC13 which is 3%. This stability bas not been disrupted by international 

financial crisis (see Graphie 3). 

Graphie 3.3: Inflation pattern (in % ) 
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Source: World Bank, BEAC and our computation 

4-2 Impact of the Crisis on external equilibrium 

Cameroon economy during the years 2000 was slightly under external equilibrium.This situation bas 

improved with the time thankful to sound macroeconomic policies and favorable international environment. 

However, this equilibrium bas been seriously disrupted by Financial crisis which brought country to go far below it 

(-7% deficit of Current account balance). The reason has been evoked before and is the double impact of the term 

of trade deterioration and the fall in the volume of main exported commodities on export revenues. 

13 Banque des Etats de l'Afrique Centrale Common Central Banks of six countries in which Cameroon 
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Gra hic 3.4: lm act of financial crisis on external account 
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Source: IMF, 2009, African regional outlook 

5- Impact of the Crisis in Government Fiscal Balance 

The stabilization program has created discipline in Govemment management of its budget. The average 

deficit during the period 1997-2002 has tumed into surplus since 2003. Govemment has been also helped by 

relatively stable international environment. The fall of government oil revenue and taxes as well as other taxes 

relative to timber exploitation have slightly deteriorated the fiscal balance. The effect of the Government 

intervention (see part on Policy response) cannot also be neglected. Forecasted to be in surplus of 1.2% of GDP 

in 2009, the last prevision of IMF situated it at a deficit of -0.8%. 
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Graphie 3.5: Impact of the Financial crisis in the Overall fiscal balance excluding grants 
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6- Impact of the crisis in Banking sectors 

The financial sector as underlined before is restricted to Banks in Cameroon. Since the sector is 

underdeveloped and financial channel has not played key role in the propagation of the crisis, the only possible 

impact is through feedback effect from real sector affected to Bank sectors. Two feedbacks are possible: 

1 - Increasing number of non performing loans; 

Increasing asymmetric information leading to few credits. 

Two indicators can thus help to assess either the impact was significant or not: 

Total balance sheet variation; 

Net result variation. 

The results seems to confirm the hypothesis that the sector has not been touched. The four main Banks in 

Cameroon (SGBC, BICEC, Credit Agricole and Afriland First Bank) have recorded increase in their balance sheet 

and Net result and have deepened their position in the Market (Jeune Afrique classification of Banks in Africa 

2009). The only Bank which bas been put under temporary administration of COBAC is CBC; and it was due to 

accumulation of bad management rnistakes not the financial crisis. 
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7- Policy Responses 

Policy responses of policymakers are directed in two ways: 

Monetary policy; 

Fiscal policy. 

7-1 Monetary Policy 

Cameroon is belonging to monetary Union (Economie commission for Central Africa). In addition the 

currency (FCFA) is pegged to Euro by a fixed rate of 1 Euro=655,957 FCFA. These two factors make impossible 

the use of Monetary policy to stabilize economy. However, the central bank could adjust its interest rate in line 

with the interest rate in Euro zone. In theory the two interest rates should be equal but in practice it is not the case. 

To be more precise we should define the policy interest rate used by the two central banks. 

7-1-1 Policy Interest rates in Euro and BEAC zones 

ECB bas three key rates: 

The minimum bid rate used in open market operations; 

The marginal lending facility which is useful to provide daily and overnight liquidity to Banks; 

The deposit facility which is the remuneration of short term deposit made by Banks in ECB. 

BEAC for its own bas also three key interest rates: 

TIAO (in French taux d'intérêt sur appel d'offre) equivalent of former Fixed rate tender of ECB ; 

TIPP (in French taux d'interêt sur les prises de pension) equivalent of marginal lending facility of ECB; 

TISP (in French taux d'intérêt sur les placements) equivalent of the deposit facility for ECB. 

How BEAC bas reacted to change in Euro area? 

7-1-2 BEAC Reaction to Policy change in Euro area 

From 01/01/2009 to 13/05/2009, Marginal lending facility and Deposit rate have decreased respectively by 

1.25 and 0.75 points while BEAC was decreasing TIPP and TISP respectively by 0.25 and 0.30 in order to ensure 

primarily stability of CFA (interna} and extemal stability) not to stabilize economy.The overall evolution of those 

interest rates in the two zones can be described by following graphie 
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Graphie 3.6: Main Policy interest rate in Euro and BEAC area14 
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7-2 Fiscal Policy 
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The fiscal policy is the fact of using Budget in order to stabilize economies. As already raised, it is the only 

tool remaining to Cameroonian Policy makers. To assess if the fiscal policy is used to stabilize we will test the 

counter cyclicality of fiscal variables with the Business cycle. The decomposition of variable is done by using HP 

fùter method described above. We will use three variables of characterizing fiscal policy: 

Govemment revenue (% of GDP) 

Govemment expenditure (% of GDP) 

(Fiscal impulse = Govemment expenditure/Government revenues) as defined in Agénor (2000). This last 

indicator is fundamental as it gives us the effect of fiscal policy. 

NB: Government revenue as well as Government expenditure is the overall revenue and expenditure. 

For lack of data our series unfortunately starts at 1995 and not at 1980. 

14 
We represented for graph clarity just TIPP and TISP for BEAC and Marginal lending rate and deposit rate for ECB 
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Table 3.6: Fiscal variables and Business Cycle 

Fiscal variables Contemporaneous 

cycle 

Government expenditure -0,27 

Government revenues 0,13 

Fiscal impulse -0,26 

Source: BEAC AND IMF and our computation 

NB: If 0.13::; absolute value( coeff of correlation)<0.26 we have weak correlation 

If 0.26::; absolute value ( coeff of correlation)<l we have strong correlation 

correlations 

If 0::; absolute value ( coeff of correlation) <0.13 we have non significant correlation 

with Business 

The counter cyclicality of Government expenditures and fiscal impulse with respect to Business cycle (table 

7 above) suggests that the fiscal tool bas been used by policy makers to stabilize economy in periods of recession. 

The weak pro cyclicality of Government revenue suggests that there bas not been increase of tax during the 

recession. In other words, Government bas avoided during recessions to deepen the crisis. 

Graphie 3.7: Business Cycle and Fiscal impulse 

...,.._Cyclical component GDP (log scale) - cyclical component fiscal impulse 

Source: BEAC and IMF and our computation 

The graphie above shows that during the financial crisis in 2009 while GDP was below its potential level fiscal 

impulse was up to it average level. In other words Fiscal policy bas been used to stabilize Cameroon economy 

during the crisis. lt confirmed that the measures taken by Government acted as stabilizer to the crisis. In fact, the 

Authorities have taken several measures included in IMF Country Report No. 09/318: 

Maintaining all priority expenditures including in 2009 budget; 
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Providing assistance to sector in distress particularly the timber sector by eliminating the factor admission 

tax for product entering second and third processing; 

Reducing annual timber royalty by half 

The Govemment due to limited financial market has financed the deficit necessary to its objective by loans 

of 144.1 Millions of USD (3 .21 % of Govemment revenue in 2009) disbursed by IMF on 02th July 2009. This was 

also made possible because Cameroon is low indebted country according to the rating done in precedent Chapter 

which gives him more scope to intervene in crisis. 
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CHAPTER 4 : Repercussion of the Financial crisis in 
Nigeria Economy 

1- Nigeria at a Glance 

Nigeria is a West African country neighbor of Cameroon. Its total area is 924 000 Km2 two times 

Cameroon total area. It is the biggest African country with a population estimated in 2006 at 145 Millions 

inhabitants (World Bank estimation). Nigeria is also the first oil producer in Africa with a daily production of 

around 2.1 millions baril per day representing 3% of world production (CIA Factbook). Nigeria is consequently 

the member of OPEC 15 since 1971. 

According to our previous classification of countries by vulnerabilities degree, Nigeria is highly vulnerable 

to trade shock both for concentration of its export on oil and openness of its economy. It has medium vulnerability 

to FDI channel as well as financial channel. One could expect transmission of the crisis through trade, FDI and 

financial channels. We will also test additionally the channel of remittance although it is not viewed by AFDB as 

the main channel of transmission of the crisis in the continent. The reason is that for SHANTA DEV ARAJEAN 

(2008), Nigeria is among the few African countries which received large amount of remittance. 

Furthermore, Nigeria accumulated reserves (due to increase in the price of oil) and before the crisis detained high 

reserve. Its burden of debt is also low16 and it runs average fiscal surplus over the period 2003-2007. This gave 

him a space to use fiscal policy in addition to monetary policy (flexible exchange rate regime) and exchange rate 

policy to cope with the crisis. 

This chapter will test ail those channels, assesses the impact of the crisis and effective policy response. 

Before going deep into the subject a look in Nigeria economic structure is a necessary step. 

15 Organisation of petroleum exporting countries 

16 Many cancellation and rescheduling with the different clubs (Paris, London) took place du ring 2000-2008 
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1-1 Sectors of activity 

Table 4.1: Real GDP per sector of activity (in % ) in 2009 

Sector Contribution to GDP 
Primary sector 41.84 
Agriculture 41.84 
Secondary sector 22.60 
Crude petroleum Industry 16.05 
Building and construction 1.98 
Solid minerals extracting industry 0.38 
Other manufacturing industries 4.19 
Services 35.56 
Hotels and restaurants 0.49 
Wholesale and retail 18.16 
Telecommunication and postal services 3.67 
Finance and insurance 3.71 
Others 9.53 
Total 100.00 
Source: National Bureau of Statistics Nigeria 

Agriculture is a leading sector accounting for 41.84% GDP and is still largely no industrialized. Service 

cornes second and is dominated by trade, telecommunication, finance and insurance services. The last sector, 

secondary sector is mainly concentrated around the petroleum industry which weights 16.05% of GDP. 

1-2 External trade 

Table 4.2: Main exported products in 2006 (picture in 2006) 

Product Part in total export (in % ) 

Oil, lubricants and derivatives 96.21 

Total 96.21 

1 Source: National Bureau of Statistics Nigeria 

Nigeria main export is oil which represents 96% of total export. The main clients of Nigeria are: USA, 

India, Spain, France, and Brazil. 

In counterparts it imports mainly nuclear reactors, electrical and electronical components, vehicles, cereals. 

Main origins are: USA, United Kingdom, China, Germany and Belgium. 
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2- Channel of Transmission of the Crisis: Vulnerability of the country 
and effective transmission 

2-1 Trade 

In our previous classification, Nigeria is rated highly vulnerable country to trade shock. This will be 

effectively tested by regarding term of trade evolution as well as looking at quantity evolution of main export 

product oil. 

2-1-1 Terms of trade 

The term of trade bas been increasing by 10.29% per year in average over 2003-2008. The IMF before the 

crisis forecasted an increase of 59% in 2009 from its level in 2008. This was sustained by a forecast of increase in 

the price of oil. However, the <lectine in the price of oil of 36% bas lead IMF to revise its position by forecasting a 

deterioration of the term of trade by 22.69% (Graphie 1). The impact is less severe than in the case of Cameroon 

where term of trade was forecasted to decrease by 38.67%. The reason is that the negative term of trade shock 

reflects for Cameroon not only the decrease in the price of oil but also of cotton and aluminum other main exported 

products while for Nigeria the only main exported product is oil and derivatives and the term of trade covers just 

movement in its price. 

Graphie 4.1: Term of trade pattern before and with the crisis (index 2000=100) 
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2-1-2 Quantity effect 

Table 4.3: Evolution of quantity of oil production between 2007 and 2009 (in millions of baril) 

Item 2007 2008 

Oil 790.59 720.51 
Source: AFDB and our computation 

2009 

747.88 

Variation 
between 2007 
and 2008 
-8.86 

Variation 
between 
2008-2009 
3.80 

NB: Nigeria is exporting almost ail its local production of oil due to low capacity ofrefineries (US 
Energy information administration). Because ofthat we will approximate oil export to oil production 

Oil production decreased by 8.86% (table 3 above) in 2008 in reason of instability in Delta region which is 

the main provider of Nigerian production. The worker' s strike of the sector which lasted 10 days has also 

contributed additionally to that feature. In 2009, the oil production increased slightly by 3.80% despite the crisis 

for two reasons: 

The decrease in intensity of trouble in Delta region; 

The setting up of new Chevron field in Agbami in September 2008 which has contributed to increase 

capacity of production. 

In fact, US Energy Information administration estimates the capacity of production in Nigeria at 2.7 millions baril 

per day or 985 millions baril per year and explains the gap by the low capacity of production and the instability 

in the production zone 

Only price effect played arole in the tracte shock in Nigeria. It has lead to a decrease of exports by 9.6 

points of GDP from 41.6% of GDP to 32% of GDP. The effect of the tracte shock transmission in export was Jess 

severe than in the case of Cameroon. Indeed, decrease in oil price was partly compensated by increase in 

production while in the case of Cameroon there were both decrease in price and quantity side of oil and 

additionally decrease in price or quantity of other key commodities (cotton, timber, aluminium). 
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The transmission mechanism of this shock in the economy can be summarized by following graph: 

Deterioration of 

Downward pressure on 
Current account balance 

Fall in export revenue and 
term of trade ----+ real income 

,, 
Downward pressure on fiscal 
balance 

2-2 FDI Channel 

Downward pressure on 
~ 

~ Growth 

Our previous rating gives a medium vulnerability score to Nigeria through this channel. FDI inflows at 

2007 was representing 7 .5% of GDP. According to Central Bank figures, Foreign Directed investment bas 

increased by 10% in the first half of 2009 comparatively to its value in the last half of 2008. Two reasons can back 

this evolution: 

The perspective of the return to the normal situation and the potential unexploited capacity of the 

production in the oil fields ( raised in introduction) which brought foreign companies to invest despite the crisis; 

The continuous diversification of FDI in benefit of non oil sector (African economic outlook, 2009). This 

could be explained by sustained growth in the sector which is averaging 7% since 2001 according to World Bank. 

So FDI channel didn't work during the crisis. 

2-3 Financial Channel 

Nigeria is a "frontier market economy17
". The implication is that the financial channel can be a source of 

transmission of the crisis in the economy. 

Nigeria financial market consisted of: 

Money market; 

Capital Market ; 

We will look at each market separately to find eventual disruption. 

17 Group of Sub saharan countries with financial market intermed iately developed 
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2-3-1 Money Market 

During the first three quarters of 2007, Interbank market was relatively calm with no significant change in 

the interbank interest rate. Indeed, CBN didn't change the MPR18 (its main policy rate) and there was no external 

shock. However, interbank interest rate adopted an upward trend since the last quarter of 2007 (Graphie 2). Three 

periods can be distinguished: 

The increase of 2 points of the interbank interest rate between the last quarter 2007 and the 

flrst quarter 2008 that is explained by the restrictive monetary policy undertaken by CBN in the fourth quarter 

2007. In fact, CB raised MPR from 9.00% to 9.50% in December 2007 under inflationary pressure. 

The stability of the interbank interest rate during the flrst and the second quarter 2008. 

During this period, Central Bank maintained MPR unchanged and the market didn' t suffer from exogenous shock. 

The upward pressure in the interbank interest rate after the second quarter of 2008 which 

moved from 10.40% during the second quarter to 15.79% in the flrst quarter of 2009. The reason 

here is not a change in the monetary stance but the effect of financial crisis which induced loss of confidence in the 

markets and resulted in increase in the risk premium among Banks. The interbank interest rate started to fall in the 

second quarter of 2009 following different measures taken by CBN since September 2008 to counteract liquidity 

squeeze induced by financial crisis (see also part on Policy responses). 

Graphie 4.2: Evolution of Interbank interest rate and Main Policy rate 
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18 Main policy rate it is the equivalent of minimum bid rate in Euro area 
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2-3-2 Capital Market 

The Nigerian Stock Market bas not been kept aside of the trouble in the foreign markets. After a sustained 

increase of 27.68% of All share index since 2005 due to the intensity of transactions in the market, the index 

plunged in June 2009, lost 51.99% of its value and reached a lowest level since 2005 (Graphie 3). 

Graphie 4.3: Ali share Index evolution (1984=100) 
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The impressive fall in the volume of transactions and the significant divestment from the market by the 

foreign portfolio investors are the main explanations of this abrupt decline according to CBN (2009). 

The same slow down observed in the Bonds markets created the upward pressure on yield to maturity of 

bonds of different maturities 
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2-3-3 Combined effect 

The first effect of the disruption in these three markets bas been credit crunch observed during the first half of 2009 

(table 4 below) 

Table 4.4: Monetary target (Growth in % ) and outcomes (Growth in % ) 

Variables Target 2009 Average monthly Evolution in June Average effective 

( evolution in 2009 increase 2009 compared to monthly increase 

compared to consistent with June 2008 

2008) the target 

BroadMoney 
20.80 -0.98 

(M2) 
1.73 -0.08 

Narrow money 
32.23 -7.67 2.68 -0.64 

(Ml) 

Net Credit to the 
86.97 7.25 14.65 1.22 

economy 

Net Credit to the 
21.90 1.82 7.33 0.61 

government 

Net Credit to the 
44.99 3.75 6.20 0.52 

private sector 

Central Bank of Nigeria Report of Half 2009 

Nigerian Central Bank follows two goals: price stability and output stability. lts implementation of 

Monetary policy is based on the Monetary prograrnming. For the year 2009, CBN targeted main macroeconomic 

variables as usual listed in the table above and consistent with 5% GDP growth and 10% inflation. However at mid 

2009, al! variables were far away from the objectives. Net Credit to Private sector bas increased just by 0.52% 

monthly against 3.75% targeted. The Broad as well as narrow money were declining rather than increasing. 

Apart the credit channel illustrated above, the fmancial market disruption expanded to the real economy 

through interest rate channel and wealth channel. However the strong intervention of Central Bank could have 

reduced significantly its impact on the economy (see part on Impact) 
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2-4 Remittance Channels 

The rernittances are transfers made by migrants to residents in their home countries. Its increasing 

importance in Africa continent puts him in the center of the policy of development. Indeed, many countries or 

communities base their development on these windfalls. Many studies also have assessed their impact on poverty 

reduction. This channel works through decrease of remittance inflow with consequences in rnicroeconornic and 

macroeconornic level. In microeconomic level, consequences are : 

Impact in poverty distribution; 

Impact in inequality; 

Investment project cancellation. 

In macroeconornic level two consequences resorted: 

Impact on extemal equilibrium (Current account balance effect) ; 

Impact on growth through investment effect. 

However, the prediction of non effectiveness of this channel made by African Development Bank have been 

consistent in the case of Nigeria as well as rnajority of African country. In fact, Workers rernittance bas increased 

by 12% in the first half 2009 comparatively to the second half 2008 and despite the crisis (CBN, 2009). 

3- Impact of the Crisis on Real Sectors 

The oil sector is the sole real sector really impacted by the crisis. The oil price declined by 36% and at the 

same time production slightly increased by 3.80%. The two effects have lead to decrease of 32% of oil revenue. 

The two other sectors: manufacturing and mining experienced slight decrease of their production by 

respectively 1.76% and 2.61 % (table 3) in June 2009 compared to June 2008. Although there are many possible 

explaining factors, the credit crunch in the financial market during the first quarter of 2009 as well as declining 

dernand induced by uncertainty and negative wealth effect have likely affected performance in those sectors. 

Table 4.5: Evolution of the index of production per sector (1990=100) 

Items June 2008 June 2009 Variation between 

2008 and 2009 

Agriculture 204.20 215.30 5.44 
Manufacturing 

90.90 89.30 -1.76 
Mining 

130.20 126.80 -2.61 
Source: Central Bank of Nigeria 
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4- Impact of The Crisis on Macroeconomic Equilibrium 

4-1 Impact of the crisis on internai equilibrium 

4-1-1 GDP Growth and volatility 

The methodology of computation of the Potential GDP is the same as in the previous chapter. The table 4 

below shows that Nigeria during 20 years (1980-1999) didn't really grow. If instability in the oil market can be one 

of the causes, the main cause remained political instability with corruption and embezzlement as consequences. 

The period of non growth 1990-1999 coincided with dictatorial ship of General SANI ABACHA. In 2000-2008 

with the return to political stability, many reforms have been undertaken which strengthened growth in particular 

non oil sector growth. In the World Bank website two of those reforms are underlined: 

- The budget based on the conservative oil price and the excess saving put into an account; 

- The adoption and implementation of the extractive industry transparency initiative. 

Those reforms with many others boosted growth during 2008-2009 with emphasis on non oil growth (8.9% in 
2008). 

GDP volatility was quite low during that period with GDP slowly under long term equilibrium in average 

(GDP Gap of -1.02). The crisis did not disrupt this long term equilibrium although it threatened it. Nigeria 

Economy didn't enter into recession contrarily to Cameroon (Graph 4). 

Table 4.6: Growth and GDP Volatility 

lndicators 1980-1989 1990-1999 

GDP Growth 0.31 0.05 

Volatility 6.95 2.14 

AverageGDP 

GAP 
-1 .56 2.18 

Source: World Bank, IMF and our computation 

2000-2008 2009 

5.81 2.90 

2.43 2.47 

-1.02 1.25 

Variation 

between 2008-

2009 

-0.33 

0.03 

-1.85 

GDP Gap estimated at 3.10% of GDP before the crisis in 2008 just narrowed to 1.25% in 2009. The 

Volatility of GDP in average remained unchanged. We can conclude that impact of the crisis in the output stability 

has been far less severe in Nigeria than in Cameroon. This fact could have several possible explanations: 

- Only oil sector among real sector was really affected in Nigeria while in Cameroon in addition timber 

sector and cotton sector suffered from negative trade shock; 

- Nigeria Authorities (Govemment and Central Bank) used intensively three tools: fiscal, monetary and 

exchange rate policies while Cameroon used only fiscal policy; 

- The exchange rate depreciation of Naira had a positive effect in cushioning the real effect of the crisis. In 

fact, Naira bas lost 26% of its value between May 2007 and May 2008 and this has acted as shock absorber 

according for CHUKWUMA SOLUDO (2009). 
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Graphie 4.4: GDP Growth and output Gap 
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4-1-2 Price Stability 
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The same methodology used to derive Potential GDP is used to construct trend (for the methodology see 

previous chapter) . 

After the period of instability (1990-1999) in which the long term inflation was increasing due to the lack 

of credibility of Central Bank involved at that time in the seignorage to finance Govemment arms expenditures, 

Central Bank adopted more orthodox policy of following price stability as well as output stability. The results was 

decreasing in the long term inflation. The actual level is still high (10%) but the decreasing tendency of the long 

term inflation showed that the inflation expectation of public is decreasing and the Central Bank is gaining more 

credibility in the disinflation process. The current crisis raised slightly the headline inflation from 11.60% to 12% 

in reason of the Central Bank massive intervention in the current crisis, however expectation didn't change as long 

term inflations remained unchanged. We can conclude that the disinflation process of Nigerian Central Bank could 

continue after crisis without additional difficulties .The difference with Cameroon is that Cameroon has reached 

stable price level (inflation around 3%) and expectations are solidly anchored (long terrn inflation is around 3%) 

while Nigeria Central Bank is actually in the process to reach price stability. 
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Graphie 4.5: Inflation pattern (in%) 
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4-2 Impact of the crisis on external equilibrium 

Nigeria was experiencing increasing in surplus of the Current account balance since 2004 in reason of the 

continuous improvement in oil price and macroeconomic reform undertaken since 2000. However, the crisis 

reduced Nigeria current account balance but it did not bring it in disequilibrium as in the case of Cameroon 

(Graphie 6). Forecasted to be in surplus of 22% in 2008 the forecast bas been revised by IMF to 7%. 

Graphie 4.6: Current account balance pattern 
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5- Impact of the Crisis in Government Fiscal Balance 

The crisis has hit fiscal balance. Foiecasted to be in slight surplus of 0.3% in 2009, the crisis has reversed 

the picture and new forecast of IMF situated it at -9% (table 7) worse than in the case of Cameroon. Indeed, it is 

obvious since oil revenue represents in average 81 % of Government revenue in 2008 (Y{ orld Bank estimation) 

against average of 50% in Cameroon. It is clear that a negative shock faced in the oil sector affects more Nigerian 

government fiscal balance. 

Table 4.7: Impact of the financial crisis in Overall fiscal balance excluding grants 

Year Fiscal balance pattern without Fiscal balance pattern with 

crisis ( % of GDP) crisis ( % of GDP) 

1997-2002 -2.1 -2.1 

2003 -3.3 -3.3 

2004 8.1 8.1 

2005 9.3 9.3 

2006 7.0 7.0 

2007 -1.1 -1.1 

2008 3.7 3.7 

2009 -9.0 0.3 

Source: IMF African outlook, October 2008, October 2009 

6- Impact of the crisis in Financial Sector 

6-1 Banking System 

The Banks in Nigeria are extremely regulated since 2006 and are regularly monitored by Central Bank. 

Before the crisis, the Banks raised strong performance as denoted by indicators of financial soundness (Table 8 

below). 

Table 4.8: Indicators of financial soundness 

Indicator 2007 2008 Benchmark 

Growth of Aggregate Balance 
55.40 46.56 None 

sheet (in%) 

Non perf orming loan ratio to 
10.20 7.52 35 as maximum 

total of net credit (in % ) 

Bad debt provisions to total of 
8.10 6.14 None 

net credit (in % ) 

Return on Equity (in % ) 23.84 22.01 Positive 

Capital adequacy ratio (in % ) 20.51 21.91 10 as minimum 

Source: Central Bank of Nigeria supervision report 2008 
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The Aggregate balance sheet grew by 46% in 2008 and at the same tirne, Non performing loan ratio fell to 

7% far below the critical level of 35%. The Nigerians banks were well capitalized since the average capital 

adequacy ratio was situated at 21.91 % in 2008 two tirnes the minimum requirement. These positive developments 

are the consequences of the regulation of the sector. The Banks were also profitable, the return on equity remained 

positive in 2008 although slightly below its level of 2007. 

The strong regulation framework of the Nigerian Central Bank prevented the Bank system from the direct 

exposure to sub primes. The only possible source of transmission remained feedback effect from real sectors to 

financial sectors through equities markets. Indeed two types of loans is developing in Nigeria: 

The share back loans which are the loans taken by the companies and backed by equities; 

The margin lending which are the loans taken by the share brokers and also backed by equities. 

Central Bank of Nigeria estirnated at the end of December 2008 the global exposure to such loans between 30% 

and 45% of shareholders funds. 

For Olu Ajakaye (2009) and Tayo Fakiyesi (2009), the impact of the negative wealth effect of those borrowers 

could traduced in increasing of the non perforrning loans and finally induced lasses for the Banks. 

The strong intervention of the Central Bank, the intervention of the Government in some sectors (see part on Policy 

responses), and the strong past performances of the Banks limited the negative wealth effect on Banks. All Banks 

after all met the capital adequacy ratio criteria (minimum of 10%) according to Fitch rating (2009). 

6-2 Other compartment of Financial market 

The decline in stock market and bonds markets yield to an increase of asymmetric information and inefficiency in 

those important compartments of financial markets. 

7- Policy Responses 

It is important to recall the capability of Nigerian authorities to cape with the crisis by using the Monetary, Fiscal 

policy and Exchange rate policy before really watching if those policies have been used. In fact, exchange rate 

policy theoretically should not be used given floating exchange rate but in practice it is used. 

Table 4.9: Capability of Nigerian authorities to cope with the crisis by using Fiscal policy 

Level of debt before 

the crisis 

Reserves (in months of Average fiscal 

import) balance over 

2003-2007 

Fiscal space 

Law (Debt<l l.47%GDP) High reserves (>5.7 

months import) 

Surplus (>0.9%GDP) Comfortable 

Source: Chapter 2 
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In fact this table shows that Nigerian authorities had before crisis comfortable space to use fiscal policy. Moreover, 

their high level of reserves relatively to Cameroon and the relative development of their financial market gave 

them more space than Cameroon to use fiscal tools. 

How about Monetary Policy? 

Table 4.10: Capability of Nigerian authorities to cope with the crisis by using Monetary Policy 

Exchange rate Objectives of Existence of Existence of Liquidity trap Credibility of 

regime monetary Secondary equity market threatens Central Bank 

Policy Bond Market 

Flexible exchange - Price stability Yes Yes Reduced In increasing 

rate -Output stability because of the path because of 

level of short continuously 

term interest decreasing in 

rate on treasury expected 

bill (8.28% in inflation (Graph 

June 2008) 5) 

Source: Current Chapter 

The existence of secondary Bond market as well as equity market give more power to Monetary Policy in Nigeria. 

Also the Nigerian economy is far away from liquidity trap which could narrow the space. The Central Bank is 

gaining more credibility since it is succeeding in disinflation process although it remains a lot to do. As a result, 

Nigeria Central Bank although lirnited by high inflation bas space to use monetary policy to fight recession in 

1gena. 

Concerning exchange rate policy, the high reserves accumulated by Nigeria allowed it to intervene in foreign 

exchange market in order to avoid too much declining of Naira. 

W e will see in the next parts what have been done. 

7-1 Fiscal Policy 

Nigerian Government in face of the negative change in environment used fiscal tools. Among different 

measures we can enumerate: 

- Suspension of 5% excise duty on some goods manufactured such as juices, instant noodles and non 

alcoholic drinks; 

- Injection of 70 Billions Nairas (5.5% of Federal Government revenues at the half of 2009) in the textile 

industry through guarantees in February 2009. 

It is important to assess if those measures have stimulated economies. We will doit by studying the 

procyclicality or countercyclicality of fiscal stimulus as in the previous chapter. The same methodology is 

kept. 
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Table 4.11: Fiscal variables and Business Cycle 

Fiscal variables Contemporaneous correlations with Business cycle 

Govemment expenditure -0.36 

Goverrmentrevenues 0.19 

Fiscal impulse -0.29 

Source: Central Bank of Nigeria, IMF, our computation 

NB: lf 0.13~ absolute value(coeff of correlation)<0.26 we have weak correlation 

If 0.26 ~ absolute value (coeff of correlation)<l we have strong correlation 

If 0<;:. absolute value ( coeff of correlation) <0. 13 we have non significant correlation 

The strong negative correlation between Government expenditure, Fiscal impulse and Business cycle 

suggested that in general Nigerian authorities used fiscal policy to stabilize economy. The graphie 7 below 

indicates that the measures taken and enumerated below have been countercyclical and thus helped to stabilize 

economy. This could ex plain the low impact of the crisis in the manufacture and mining sectors which were 

threatened by the liquidity crunch at the first half of 2009(see part on Impact on the real sector). The fiscal package 

has been financed partly by domestic bond which brought the domestic stock debt from 19.35% of Govemment 

debt stock in June 2008 to 23.80% in June 2009. 

Graphie 4. 7: Business Cycle and Fiscal impulse 
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7-2 Monetary Policy 

The flexible exchange rate regime in which Nigeria belongs allow its Central Bank contrarily to Cameroon 

to use monetary policy for stabilization purpose. We have already said that for the reasons evoked before there is 

comfortable space to use it. It was what happened. Many measures have been taken by Central Bank of Nigeria: 

Cut ofMPR (main policy rate) from 9.75% to 8.00% in the second quarter 2009. 

Reduction of liquidity ratio from 30% to 25% in the same period; 

Reduction of cash reserve requirement from 2% to 1 %; 

Extension of emergency borrowing from 12 hours to 360 days. 

Al i these measures brought liquidity and restore confidence in financial market which was in squeeze at the half of 

2009 (see part on financial channel of transmission). The broad money stock which was growing at monthly rate of 

- 0.08% in June 2009 against a monthly programming of 1.73% grew finally in 2009 at a monthly rate of 1.61 % 

(Th1F staff, 2009) and this contributed a lot to cushion the effect of the crisis in Nigerian economy and keep stable 

the financial system. 

7-3 Exchange rate Policy 

The Nigerian authorities have intervened in exchange rate market to avoid excessive depreciation of Naira 

which could put pressure on inflation which was already high. Practically, they adopt following measures: 

Imposing foreign exchange control by allowing al] foreign exchange purchases from the Central Bank 

Window to be used only for customers; 

Decreasing the net open foreign exchange position of the Banks from 20% of shareholder fund at mid 

December 2008 to 1 % 
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CHAPTER 5 : Cameroonian and Nigerian Economies : 
Similarities and Differences in face of the World 
Financial crisis 

This chapter takes stock of the previous analysis by recalling the major sirnilarities and differences between 

Carneroon and Nigeria in face of the crisis. The aim is to evaluate the relevance of the classification presented in 

the first chapter and to draw lessons regarding countries' vulnerability. 

1- Impact of the crisis in the two economies 

1-1 Impact on the Real sector, the external sector and Public Finances 

The crisis has generated more output loss for the Cameroonian economy. Output gap ( as defined by the difference 

between output and its potential component all expressed in log scale) bas diminished by 3.5% of GDP while in 

Nigeria the deterioration was just 1.85% and allowed Nigerian economy to approach the long term equilibrium. 

The direct consequence is that Cameroon for a first time in 10 years entered in recession in 2009. By contrast, 

Nigeria didn't experience recession. Two reasons could explain this outcome: 

The only sector that showed a significant slowdown due to the crisis in Nigeria is the oil sector, while in 

Cameroon the timber and cotton sectors greatly suffered from the crisis in addition to the oil sector; 

In addition to fiscal policy, Nigeria also used monetary and exchange rate policy to counteract the negative 

effects of the crisis. To the contrary, Cameroon didn 't have these options because belonging to Monetary 

union with currency hardly pegged to Euro. 

Yet, this relatively more favorable picture for Nigeria changes when we consider extemal equilibrium and public 

finances. In these two fields the crisis had worse effects in Nigeria (table 1). In fact, oil revenues represent around 

96% of Nigeria export and around 80% of Govemment revenue. This very high importance of the oil in the 

external trade and the fiscal balance in Nigeria is the main factor explaining the relatively high sensitivity of the 

extemal equilibrium and the fiscal balance to an oil shock in the country. 
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Table 5.1: Comparative indicators for Cameroon and Nigeria (1) 
~al sectors affected Output Joss External equilibrium Public Finance (Overall 

(CAB) Fiscal Balance) 

meroon Nigeria Cameroon Nigeria Cameroon Nigeria Cameroon Nigeria 

1, timber, Oil Output Gap Output GAP Goes below Goes Goes below Goes below 

tton was reduced was reduced the IMF below the the IMF theIMF 

by 3.5% of by 1.85 % of 

GDPto GDP to 

reach -2% of reach 1.25% 

GDP ofGDP 

prediction by IMF prediction prediction by 

6points of prediction by 2 points 9.3 points of 

GDP by 15 of GDP and GDP and 

and reaches - points of recorded 

7% ofGDP GDP and deficit of 

recorded 

deficit of -

reaches -0.8% of 9% of GDP 

6.9% of GDP 

GDP 

Source: IMF Regional outlook, World Bank, our computation 

1-2 Impact of the Crisis on Price stability and Financial sector 

The headline inflation in 2008 has declined by 2 points in Cameroon in 2009 and at the same time it has 

increased slightly in Nigeria. The long term inflation didn't change in the two countries. In Cameroon, it stayed at 

around 3% and in Nigeria at 10%. Indeed, the decline of headline inflation in Cameroon could be explained by the 

slowdown of aggregate demand. The BEAC due to the fixed exchange rate could not intervene to cushion the fall 

in aggregate demand but focused on the target of internai and external price stability. The measures taken (see 

chapter on Cameroon) were following that primary objective. 

In the two countries financial institutions didn't suffer from the crisis. Here the reasons are different from 

one country to another. For Cameroon, the underdevelopment of financial markets and the strong regulation of 

banking system are the two mam explanations. In N1gena, the regulatlon of the banking sector 1s one of the reason 

but the more important reason is the strong intervention of the Central Bank on the Money market which helped to 

correct the liquidity squeeze observed during the first semester of 2009 (see part on Nigeria). 

Table 5.2: Comparative indicators for Cameroon and Nigeria 
Banks and other institutions of 

Headline inflation Long tenn inflation 
financial intermediations 

Cameroon Nigeria Cameroon Nigeria Cameroon Nigeria 

Declined by 2 points Increased Didn't change at all Didn't No significant No 

to reach a level of slightly from and remained change at all 
effect 

significant 

2.90% 11.60% to around objective of and remained effect 

12% 3% around 10% 

Source: IMF Regional outlook, World Bank, our computation 
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2· Lessons from the Crisis in the Case of Cameroon and Nigeria 

The case studies that we have performed on Nigeria and Cameroon allow us to draw a number of lessons. 

First, the strong regulation of the financial system proved to be one of the main factor of its stability. Cameroon 

and Nigeria financial sector escaped from the crisis thanks to the regulation they had. 

Second, as shown in the literature, fixed exchange rate regimes perform poorly in coping with economic crisis. 

igeria managed better the current crisis because it had more tools available than Cameroon. 

Another lesson which is also consistent with existing literature, is the necessity for economies to diversify. 

Nigeria' s current account balance and fiscal balance have been severely affected by the extreme concentration of 

Nigeria' s external trade in the oil sector. 

Fourth, Central banks needs to keep their credibility towards the public. The long term inflation was not affected 

in the two countries because Central banks have been acquiring more credibility and people based their 

expectation on their policies of keeping prices stable. 

Fifth, it is highly desirable to create "fiscal space" during the booms to be able to face more effectively crisis. In 

fact, Nigeria and Cameroon could use fiscal policy because before the crisis they had low levels of debt, high 

reserves and fiscal surplus. In addition, for Nigeria the pursuing of the disinflation policy will give more space to 

Monetary Policy in order to fight the recession .. In addition, for Nigeria the pursuing of the disinflation policy will 

give more space to Monetary Policy in order to fight the recession. 

The last lesson we can draw is that, although fiscal policy has been used in the case of Cameroon, its scope was 

limited since tbere was no structured bond market. The challenge for the future is the development of bond 

markets which will allow Govemment to have more power19 to implement fiscal policy. This could help 

Cameroon's economy to face more effectively such crises. 

19 Actually the implementation of fiscal policy is done through Central bank borrowing and external borrowing to IMF which 
are quite limited 
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Conclusion 

The international financial crisis has affected Sub Saharan Africa among other regions in the world. The 

specific problem is that this part of the world is facing the huge challenge of poverty reduction. The aim of this 

work has been to study to what extent those economies have been affected, by choosing two case studies: 

Cameroon and Nigeria. One aim was also to assess to what extent institutions played role in cushioning the effect 

of the crisis. We have followed a methodology in three parts: 

In the first part we rated all Sub Saharan countries by their degree of vulnerability to different potential 

sources of crisis related exogenous shocks. This went along with the classification of countries in terms 

of their capacity to counter the negative effects of these exogenous shocks. 

In the second part we analyzed the cnsts for the two case studies, by relating these effects 

vulnerabilities identified in the previous step. We also related the observed policy actions to the 

previous assessment of intervention capacity of the two countries 

In the last part we compared how the two countries have confronted the crisis focusing on similarities 

and pointing to differences. This part helped us to draw the lessons and assess challenges for the future. 

The results showed that the impact of the crisis has been diff erent, depending on the macroeconomic target 

variable considered. If Cameroon experienced higher output Joss and entered in recession, Nigeria remained with 

an inflationist output Gap. However, the high concentration of external trade and fiscal revenues on oil revenues 

handicapped seriously its external equilibrium and its fiscal balance in Nigeria comparatively to Cameroon. The 

fiscal balance for example went into a deficit as high as 9% of GDP against -0.8% for Cameroon. 

The lessons to be drawn from the crisis can be stated as follow: 

The need to keep regulation in the financial system and even adapt it to new concerns; 

The necessity for countries to keep "fiscal space" ie a sufficiently healthy fiscal balance, giving the 

authorities the necessary degrees of freedom to use expansionary fiscal policy when needed. This is 

indeed the only tool countries like Cameroon can used; 

The challenge for Cameroon to develop an appropriately regulated bond market in order to have better 

opportunities to use fiscal policy in the case of a crisis. 

All these challenges are part of the global discussion about the way to preserve economies from the 

negative effects of globalization and to preserve the integrity of the international financial system. Africa, a part 

of the international community cannot be excluded from the debate on shaping new macroeconornic policies. 

However, it will be also interesting to ask ourselves a question: Can African economies reach rnillennium 

development goals with ail these disruptions? 
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Annex: 
1- Computation 

Herfindall Index is one of the cornmon indicator of the evaluation of the degree of concentration of the export of 

a given country. It is computed using the export structure of the country. In fact its computation is done in two 

steps: 

First step: computation of the share of each product in the total export. 

Second step: computation of the indicator given by the following formula H= j (L~ ai)2 where ai is 

the share of product i in the total export of the country. 

2- lnterpretation 

The Herfindall Index is a quadratic average of the distribution of the shares of the different products exported by 

the country. 

Its value for a given country is comprised between O and 1. Higher is the value of the Index, Higher is the degree of 

the concentration of the export of the country. In other words, the countries with high concentration of their 

export have high value of Herfindall Index while the countries with diversified export have low value. 
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